Solutions for Every Tent & Event

Schaefer has a broad family of high-quality, aesthetically pleasing cooling and heating equipment that can be used to solve many common climate control situations that rental businesses face.

- Tented Events
- Festivals
- Fairs
- Outdoor Concerts
- Backyard Parties
- Sporting Events
- Weddings and Receptions

Why Choose Schaefer?

- Schaefer is a highly trusted brand with 60 years of history in the fan industry.
- Schaefer Ventilation Equipment is built to last and is backed by an industry leading 2-year limited warranty and have typical lifetimes in excess of 10 years.
- Schaefer fans are packaged to arrive undamaged.
- Schaefer works with the best independent manufacture reps in the industry. These reps and Schaefer’s customer support team will work with you to determine which equipment will best suit your needs.
- At Schaefer, we pride ourselves in manufacturing the highest quality American made products. We design our products to be the best in class for overall performance, durability and serviceability.
Cooling and heating to meet your needs.

**Tent Fans • #1 in Fan ROI - Sizes from 12” to 20”**

Schaefer pole mounted tent fans are ideal for tent cooling, heat circulation and detracting bugs. They are all white to blend in with the tent, quiet, and move a lot of air. To use, simply mount them on the tent side poles and turn them on. Use one tent fan every 15-20 feet.

In open wall tents, point all fans in a single direction to allow fresh air to pass through the tent.

In closed wall tents, it is important to align fans in a “race track” pattern to circulate the air around the tent. Moving air around the tent keeps it from becoming stagnant and distributes air conditioned or heated air.

Mount Schaefer tent fans towards areas with food or people to create a stream of air to detract flies and mosquitoes from “bugging” your guests.

**Best Seller:**

VK12TF-SPM-W: 12” Fan, standard pole mount *(average rent: $60)*

**Pedestal & Drum Fans - Sizes from 20” to 42”**

Our versatile OSHA compliant fans are highly efficient and designed to withstand many years of operation. The drum fans have a rugged polyethylene housing that looks great and cleans easily, making it the perfect cooling fan for indoor and outdoor environments.

**Best Sellers:**

24PFR-W: 24” All white pedestal fan, round base *(average rent: $65)*

30PF: 30” Pedestal fan, white fan head, black square base *(average rent: $70)*

VS36VKT-OSHA: 36” Tiltable drum fan. “The tent ventilator” *(average rent: $85)*

**Misting Fans - Sizes from 18” to 36”**

Perfect for outdoor sporting and entertainment events, Schaefer’s misting fans are designed for maximum cooling.

**Best Sellers:**

PVM18C: VersaMist® portable misting fan with 7 hour water cart *(average rent: $80)*

VF24: VersaFog® high pressure misting system *(average rent: $200)*

VF24-SAT: VersaFog® 24” satellite misting fan, used with VF24 *(average rent: $75)*

**Portable Patio Heaters - Electric and Propane**

The Zubri Portable Patio heater is the only heater truly designed for rental use. It comes in a carry case for easy transportation and storage. No tools are required for set up and it is designed with heavy duty components to withstand years of use.

HotZone electric radiant heaters can be used in tents. They are spot heaters which mean they heat people and objects, rather than the air, directly in front of the most efficient heater lens. The tripod patio heater is designed to transport and store easily.

**Best Sellers:**

Z1-12CK: Zubri™ portable patio heater (heater, case, reflector & bag) *(average rent: $75)*

HZE15120BTP: HotZone® electric tripod patio heater, plugs into standard wall outlet. *(average rent: $75)*